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Facebook has entered the world of search with a BANG (and a Bing)!  

Facebook SEO. That just sounds intimidating, doesn’t it? 
Let’s break it down and make it possible for your property to achieve Facebook Graph Search 
success!

Over one billion people like and comment on Facebook pages and updates – for an average of 3.2 
billion times daily. Facebook states that their new Graph Search will make it easier for your property 
Facebook pages to be discovered by people who want to learn more about your businesses. Okay, 
but what exactly is Facebook Graph Search anyway?

-HJLIVVR�.YHWO�:LHYJO�^PSS�ZVVU�IL�SVJH[LK�H[�[OL�[VW�VM�L]LY`�-HJLIVVR�WHNL�HUK�WYVÄSL��(�
user simply types in what they are looking for – in plain English - and the search engine populates 
suggested searches. Once a user clicks on a suggested search, they are provided with a results 
page. These results are custom to that individual based on the network of friends that user has and 
their individual privacy settings. Please note: If your community ALWAYS wants to appear in relevant 
searches, regardless of friends and privacy settings, the option to create a sponsored ad result is 
available. 

Consumers who followed a link to a retail site from  
Facebook spent spend an average of $102.59 

HubSpot

Facebook is not attempting to replace current search engines, but instead create a tool for people 
to search through the world in which their friends live. While Google rewards quality and consistency 
within their search algorithm, Facebook will reward consistent fan engagement within the Graph 
Search. The number of Likes, comments, shares, check-ins and recommendations a property has will 
WSH`�H�ZPNUPÄJHU[�YVSL�^P[OPU�[OL�.YHWO�:LHYJO�HSNVYP[OT��-YPLUKZ��WOV[VZ��73(*,:��HUK�PU[LYLZ[Z�HYL�
the four main areas of focus within Graph Search criteria. 

Facebook Graph 
Search:  A Great 
Opportunity 
For Property 
Managers 
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Notice Places? 
@V\Y�JVTT\UP[`�PZ�H�¸7SHJL¹�VU�-HJLIVVR�¶�VY�P[�ZOV\SK�IL��;OPZ�PZ�^OLU�OH]PUN�H�WYVÄSL�MVY�H�
property Facebook presence puts some communities at a disadvantage. To be considered a 
Facebook Place, a valid address must be present with the Facebook page settings.

Facebook Graph Search will use the public 
connections people make on Facebook with 
properties, businesses, interests, etc. and add an 
element of personalization to their search results. 
The strength of the fans relationships with their own 
friends will be another key factor in determining 
Graph Search results, as well as similar interests 
between fans. This is not as complicated as it 
seems. Look at some of the phrases below that 
WLVWSL�JV\SK�\ZL�[V�ÄUK�HU�HWHY[TLU[�JVTT\UP[`�
within Facebook’s Graph Search results:

People: “Friends who live in an apartment in my hometown.”
Photos: “Photos of my friend’s apartments in Atlanta”
Places: “Apartments liked by my friends in Atlanta”
Music: “Friends who like the Atlanta Institute of Music and who live in Atlanta”

51% of people who “like” brands on Facebook  
say they’re likely to buy a product after “liking” them 

Vocus

5 Keys to Make Your Community Page Searchable
Graph Search relies on the accuracy of the information provided for properties within the settings 
of each page. Making property Facebook pages searchable is critical for achieving visibility within 
Facebook Graph Search.

1. The name of a property page should be completely spelled out, eliminating abbreviations. For 
PUZ[HUJL!�()*�(WHY[TLU[Z�YH[OLY�[OHU�()*�(W[Z� 

2. The vanity url should make sense! Update a url by clicking -> Edit Page -> Update Info -> and 
locating the option to create a custom url. 

3. Update the physical community address if it is incorrect or missing. 

4. The about section is a golden opportunity that many apartment communities ignore. Include 
Facebook page descriptions that incorporate more than the amenities. One idea would be to 
use keywords and phrases similar to those properties use on their websites. With that said, 
the keywords used on Facebook will not work quite the same way as they do on Google, 
Yahoo, or Bing. Remember to use neighborhood phrases and points of interest, such as “Near 
the Atlanta Aquarium.”  
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5. *VUZPKLY�¸SPRPUN¹�V[OLY�SVJHS�I\ZPULZZLZ�HUK�HYLHZ�VM�PU[LYLZ[�MYVT�JVTT\UP[`�-HJLIVVR�
pages, commenting and sharing a few of their updates. These connections create a web of 
invisible links that may work behind the scenes to drive Graph Search visibility.

Overcoming Social Graph Search Challenges
There are several challenges faced for apartment communities with Facebook pages. For instance, 
search results will rely on a combination of user activity and content shared by businesses; but what 
if there is little or no user activity? Additionally, many communities focus primarily on Foursquare 
and/or Yelp check-ins, thereby missing a valuable opportunity to generate fan activity on Facebook 
¶�^OPJO�^V\SK�ZPNUPÄJHU[S`�PTWYV]L�YLHJO�HUK�PUJYLHZL�]PZPIPSP[`�^P[OPU�ZVJPHS�ZLHYJO�YLZ\S[Z��,]LY`�
person using Facebook Graph Search will view different results, which will make measurement 
HUV[OLY�ZPNUPÄJHU[�VIZ[HJSL�MVY�THYRL[LYZ�

These content tips will help build the links 
necessary for Facebook Graph Search visibility:

1. Run sponsored ads to increase relevant page likes, 
update shares, comments and likes. Facebook 
has taken a step back in time to when the number 
of page likes mattered. Keep in mind, if you 
purchase likes it will not improve your chances at 
Graph Search visibility, only display the results to 
those who may never visit your community. 

2. Add and create searchable photos of each property: 
 
H��;HN�WOV[VZ�^P[O�`V\Y�I\ZPULZZ�UHTL��'()*(WHY[TLU[Z� 
b. Describe the photo in useful, but not too many, search terms: “This photo was taken from   
����[OL���[O��ÅVVY�JVTTVU�HYLH��;OPZ�PZ�H�WPJ[\YL�VM�[OL�([SHU[H�(X\HYP\T�ULHYI �̀�Q\Z[�JSVZL� 
    enough to walk from our apartment homes.” 
c. Add the location of your business (address) to each photo 
d. Recommend users upload and tag photos on your pages 

3. Encourage public check-ins at the community by residents, prospects, vendors, and 
employees (the more the merrier). When employees and vendors check-in, request that they 
occasionally share photos of the community or tag others. 

4. Request recommendations from the happiest residents and most excited prospects - but 
don’t offer to buy them or reward the reviewer. One way to do this is in response to a 
JVTWSPTLU[�THKL�I`�H�YLZPKLU[��¸1PTT`�^HZ�MHU[HZ[PJ��/L�Ä_LK�T`�[OLYTVZ[H[�HUK�[OL�OLH[�
^HZ�VU�PU�Q\Z[�H�ML^�TPU\[LZ��;OHUR�`V\�ZV�T\JO�¹���¸6O�^L»YL�ZV�NSHK�OL�JV\SK�OLSW��0»SS�[LSS�
him you said so, and remember you are more than welcome to write him a recommendation 
on our Facebook page.” 
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5. When a property receives an excellent recommendation on a page, reply to the reviewer 
as promptly as possible. Remember to be conversational in tone. When at all possible, tag 
commenters within replies to generate conversation and strengthen the invisible web between 
[OL�WHNL�HUK�[OL�MHU»Z�WYVÄSL�

68% of consumers go to social  
networking sites to read product reviews 

Nielson

What Should You Share? 
*VU[LU[�[OH[�PZ�ZOHYLK��SPRLK��HUK�JVTTLU[LK�VU�I`�SHYNLY�U\TILYZ�VM�WLVWSL�HYL�TVYL�SPRLS`�[V�
appear within Facebook Graph Search results. So, what should communities share? Well, the game 
OHZ�JOHUNLK��;OL�JVU[LU[�JVTT\UP[PLZ�ZOHYL�^PSS�KLÄUL�^OH[�TH`�HWWLHY�^P[OPU�.YHWO�:LHYJO�
results about your community.

Did you know that YouTube lost six billion monthly views during the last half of 2012? Expect this 
trend to continue with the launch of Graph Search because the algorithm ignores links to other 
websites. For example, if a community page shares links (exclusively) to videos off-Facebook, it puts 
the page at a disadvantage - compared to competitor communities who upload their videos directly 
to Facebook and provide rich descriptions.

Images work the same way as videos; it is better for 
Facebook SEO to upload images directly to the page 
rather than share them from another source. In general, 
be aware of how much information shared is unique vs. 
shared from other pages. There is a delicate balance 
when creating content calendars. The share button is 
convenient, but not always appropriate. Prescheduling 
updates to post over a period of time is a real 
advantage for page admins; however, that option is 
not available for shared updates.

For Facebook, this is not a short-lived effort but rather a long-term investment in a game-changing 
social search engine, which combines natural language patterns with traditional Boolean search 
queries (like Google). The Facebook Graph Search algorithm is meant to display a combination of 
results from fans, friends-of-fans, and Bing. In the future, perhaps even third-party search criteria will 
be incorporated - think Pinterest, Spotify, Foursquare and Instagram. 

Bing will still provide search results when a query does not include any of the four main search criteria 
(people, photos, places and interests). Bing ads will also display within Graph Search results. Sign up 
for Bing Webmaster Tools and consider adding Bing advertising to the portfolio marketing budget to 
ensure that all communities are visible within Bing search results.

0[�YLTHPUZ�\UJSLHY�OV^�-HJLIVVR�^PSS�TVUL[PaL�[OLPY�UL^�.YHWO�:LHYJO�VY�^OH[�ILULÄ[Z��PM�HU �̀�[OL�
new search function will bring to advertisers. When coupled with zip code ad targeting and offers, 
there are many marketing opportunities to be imagined. It is yet unknown how the Graph Search 
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will work within the Facebook mobile app. Searches generated by smartphones and tablets grew 
ZPNUPÄJHU[S`�PU�[OL�SHZ[�X\HY[LY�VM������HUK�PM�-HJLIVVR�.YHWO�:LHYJO�PZ�PTWSLTLU[LK�MVY�TVIPSL��
mobile search could grow exponentially.

Bottom Line: It’s Worth Your Time
4HRPUN�-HJLIVVR�.YHWO�:LHYJO�^VYR�MVY�(WHY[TLU[�*VTT\UP[PLZ�TH`�[HRL�H�SP[[SL�OLH]`�SPM[PUN�
\WMYVU[��I\[�[OL�YLZ\S[Z�TH`�IL�^LSS�^VY[O�[OL�[PTL�ZWLU[�HKQ\Z[PUN�`V\Y�-HJLIVVR�Z[YH[LN �̀�:PNU�\W�
for Beta Graph Search and investigate the opportunities for property marketing.

About the Author
:VJPHS�TLKPH�JVUZ\S[HU[�*OHYP[`�APLY[LU�MYVT�:VJPHSS`�,UNHNLK�4HYRL[PUN���PZ�YLNHYKLK�HZ�H�SLHKPUN�PUK\Z[Y`�
L_WLY[�VU�\[PSPaPUN�ZVJPHS�TLKPH�Z[YH[LNPLZ�MVY�[OL�T\S[PMHTPS`�OV\ZPUN�PUK\Z[Y �̀�*OHYP[`�ZOHYLZ�\UPX\L�HUK�PUUV]H[P]L�
perspectives on the use of various social networking channels to reach residents and prospects during national and 
regional apartment industry events.

-PUK�*OHYP[`�VUSPUL�H[�SociallyEngagedMarketing.com.

About AppFolio
AppFolio provides complete web-based property management software designed for the modern property manager. 
Learn more about AppFolio at www.AppFolio.com.
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